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“The woods are lovely,  dark and deep, But I 
have promises to keep, And miles to go 

before I sleep And miles to go before I sleep.”
Indeed these are not merely some beautiful 
lines by the great poet Robert Frost, but a way of 
life for  the boys of BT House. They have 
laboured hard and showed tremendous grit and 
character throughout the year to achieve 
fabulous results in avenues available at Mayo 

College. These achievements are sure to inspire the upcoming 
crop of young boys of the house to notch up their performances in 
the coming years.
BT House is a strong family of boys hailing from various regions of 
the country. The boys who shifted from the Oman house have 
settled well and have made their presence felt through their 
praiseworthy performances in various activities. The house truly 
depicts a perfect picture of camaraderie, fellow feeling and 
brotherhood. No wonder BT house moved from strengths to 
strengths setting benchmarks in all the fields.
In Academics, the house lived up to its reputation in the Board 
Examinations and home examinations. Nikunj Jagetia had the 
honour of being appointed the School's Academics Captain. He 
did justice to the post by topping the School with a staggering 97% 
marks in the class XII Board Examination. He received the 
prestigious President's Medal for Academics apart from winning 
subject prizes for four different subjects. Manav Agarwal, Ayush 
Poddar and Divya Drolia also performed creditably in the Board 
Examination. In the class X Board Exam, Suryaveer Singh Rathore 
was among the toppers and achieved a perfect 10 CGPA. In various 
other internal exams conducted from time to time, our boys have 
shown excellent results and many of them regularly featured in 
their class honours chart. The other boys who have distinguished 
themselves in Academics are Rajveer Singh, Rishav Raj Singhania, 
Ishan Pratap Singh, Parth Mittal, Kaustabhraj Singh Chundawat, 
Priyakrit Singh Rathore, Keshav Agarwal and Prket Vanu.
In the Sports arena, which has always been a forte of BT House, the 
boys won accolades with their brilliant performances. Niket Mehra, 
Madhvendra Singh Rathore and Ishan Pratap Singh were 
appointed School Captains for Boxing, Swimming and Cricket, 
respectively. The house won the Runners - up Trophy in the Inter 
House Cricket (Middles), Hockey (Seniors) and Basketball 
(Middles), wherein Yashovardhan Singh Rathore emerged the 
highest scorer in Hockey, while Kaustubhraj Singh Chundawat was 
declared the best player in Basketball. Madhvendra Singh Rathore 
mesmerized every one with his spectacular display in the Inter 
House Swimming Competition, shattering five longstanding 
school records. He has carved his name in the school's swimming 
history book by being the proud holder of 21 school swimming 
records. Arjun Chhibbar has been one of the best Golfers of the 
school and has proved his mettle in the Greens over the last few 

years. A recognized football player, Digvijay Singh 
Panwar had the rare opportunity of captaining the 
IPSC (Under 17) Team in the SGFI Nationals. Likewise, 
Yashovardhan Singh Rathore, a Hockey player par 
excellence, had the honour of being the skipper of 
IPSC (Under -17) Hockey Team for the SGFI 
Nationals.
A host of boys of BT House that won colours for their 
chosen sports include Jasmeet Kalra (Badminton), 
Arjun Chibbar (Golf), Shirish kumar (Hockey), 
Yashovardhan Singh (Hockey), Parth Sharma 
(Football), Digvijay Singh Panwar (Football), Kulvir 
Sharma (Squash), Kuldeep Singh Rathore (Polo and 
Equestrian) and Kaustubhraj Singh Chundawat 
(Basketball). A number of boys of the house won 
medals on a regular basis in Equestrian events. The 
prominent riders of the house are Kuldeep Singh 
Rathore, Prakram Singh Champawat, Priyakrit Singh 
Rathore, Khushraj Singh Rathore, Devvrat Singh 
Ranawat and Aayan Kajla. Apart from these 
mentioned names, many boys of the house were 
key members of various school teams. The boys 
who represented the school in IPSC Tournaments 
are Raunak Singh Hura, Shoryavardhan Singh 
Shekhawat, Tejsimar Singh Bhatia, Yash Agarwal, 
Rohit Chander, Yashovardhan Singh Hada, Parth 
Mittal, Hriman Dhaka, Anadi Pratap Singh, Archit 
Shukla, Baladitya Singh Bhati, Divyansh Kumar and 
Anant Basnet.
In the arena of cultural activities, BT House once 
again proved that they are a force to reckon with as 
they won the prestigious Bangladesh Trophy, 
awarded for excellence in cultural activities. Niket 
Mehra was appointed as the College Cultural 
Captain and College Arpeggios Captain, while 
Rajveer Singh earned the position of College Indian 
Music Captain. BT house virtually clean swept the 
Inter House Music Competition as Niket Mehra and 

Rajveer Singh kept the audience spellbound with 
their captivating and gifted voices and bagged first 
positions in their respective categories. The house 
claimed the first position in the Inter House Play, 
wherein Bhanu Pratap Singh Shekhawat was 
awarded the prize for the Best Actor in a Supporting 
Role. Our debaters Parth Mittal, Bhanu Pratap Singh 
Shekhawat, Priyakrit Singh Rathore and Prket Vanu 
propelled the house in winning the first and second 
positions in the Inter House Hindi and English 
Debate competitions, respectively, for the Middles 
Group. The duo of Anand Bagla and Piyush 
Upadhyay has won many laurels in the field of Multi 
Media and Web Technology, whereas Rohit Chander 
has proved himself time and again in Debating and 
in Dramatics.

As a concluding statement, this year BT house has 

been full of activities and creditable performances 

that have caught the eyes of one and all. The feeling 

of Espirit de corps among the students has led to 

the desirable results. It can be safely expected that 

the enthusiasm, grit and determination showed by 

the boys will continue further and the torch will pass 

on to the upcoming generations of the boys to 

keep the BT House flag fluttering higher and higher. 
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